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Federation services are identified to present a lot of positive aspects and solutions to different sorts
of difficulties faced by organizations in implementing ADFS. The capability of ADFS is limited so to
make essentially the most out of what they can bring to your organizations it is an important issue to
consider working with federation services which will extend the capability already possessed by
ADFS. As soon as totally extended, your organization will be able to acquire much more advantages
including help for two-factor ADFS that could have been otherwise difficult to achieve together with
the use of ADFS alone.

Through this function, it will then develop into much less challenging for organizations to integrate
two-factor solution for ADFS. Together with the aid of a great federation service, customers can be
authenticated easily regardless of where they're residing, whether in Advertisements, LDAP
directories and databases.

Additionally, it becomes feasible to trust and extend the deployment of ADFS to attain a simple
method of authenticating users against the information retailers apart from AD for instance Sun and
other directories or databases. Supplementary software for ADFS also supplies multiple methods for
ADFS authentication which contain the traditional use of username and password to more advanced
ones like SSO or Single Sign on. Considering how it aids in profitable 2-factor ADFS authentication
and how it provides multiple authentication methods for ADFS, it only goes to show that the use of
this resolution is essential and really should not be taken lightly.

Many organizations are starting to discover the positive aspects that they are able to obtain merely
by applying federation solution for ADFS. But its functions usually do not end there. There is another
issue that it may offer you which will benefit the organization by far the most and it is its capability to
offer security remedy for threats to security for instance denial of service AD FS. There are several
separate options that may offer you this kind of feature but there is no need to have for you
personally to bother spending more just to make sure your AD is nicely secured. This really is
because a federation resolution or complementary software for ADFS can exactly offer you this kind
of solution.
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